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Communication
As well as our own website address for St John’s www.stjohnsforfar.co.uk you
can also find information at the following on-line resources:
Inspires Online https://www.scotland.anglican.org/who-we-are/publications/
inspires/
Inspires Online is the free e-newsletter from the Scottish Episcopal Church – to
subscribe please use the address above and then the sign-up box on the footer
of that page.
Pisky.scot – http://pisky.scot/ This provides the latest in thinking and discussion
within the SEC. Previously Inspires Magazine offered a forum for information,
discussion and debate. Now pisky.scot allows for that same conversation to be
held more publicly and with the invitation to comment and get involved.
Diocesan website address https://standrews.anglican.org/ – from there you can
access all the Diocesan resources and subscribe to the Diocesan e-newsletter.

Cover picture:
Restenneth - memories of easier times, hopefully to be repeated soon.
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It is lovely to be writing to you again, and it will be even nicer when my first thought in such a letter is not about
how COVID is affecting our lives. However, such is life at the moment, and I suspect for some time to come. I had
hoped to restart Wednesday services but have decided against this at this time due to the requirements/timing
for cleaning between Wednesday and Sunday services. This means we will incorporate All Souls’ with the All
Saints’ service on Sunday 1st November. Please see later in the magazine for details to contribute names for remembrance.
Many of the positive things like awareness of the birdsong, the neighbourliness of those around us, and appreciation of key workers of which we were acutely aware in March has diminished over the months of the pandemic.
Perhaps it’s the psychological effect of social distancing but we are seeing much more blame being placed on
others for our situation – for example, “young people aren’t following the rules”, and we have seen the rise of
conspiracy theories including those about COVID. This can feel overwhelming but there are things we can do.
We can draw on our deep roots of Christian contemplation. Ireland and Scotland were on the margins of the Roman Empire and this helped hand down the Christian contemplative tradition. By the time of Jesus’ birth, the
Romans had conquered much of Europe, but they never occupied Ireland or certain parts of Scotland. This allowed the Celtic culture and Christian monks the freedom to thrive independently. When Christian missionaries
arrived by the third century, the Celts blended their pagan or creation-based spirituality with Christian liturgy
and practice. The Celtic Christians might be seen as an alternative community on the boundary of organised
Christianity. The Celts drew on their own cultural symbols and experience and saw God as a deep kind of listening and speaking presence, using prayer to become aware of the presence of God surrounding us through all
things.
You may or may not recognise this as your own tradition or practice but I ask that over the next weeks and
months that you pray not only for those affected by COVID in terms of their health or economically but for all of
society and how we all live together. This is our time to witness to others how to live well with others, to speak
well of others and to pray well for others, taking and sharing joy and comfort from God’s presence around us.
With love
Elaine

Sunday 1st November, 11am
Eucharist celebrating All Saints’ and All Souls’
Please phone the Rector 01307 463440 or email revelainegarman@outlook.com should you want someone remembered
during this service.

Annual Meeting Announcement
In the current environment it is impossible to hold any form of congregational meeting and this impacts on our ability to
hold a normal Annual Meeting. Our constitution calls for one to be held within three months of the end of our financial year,
which is why it is held in November. This year the Vestry will approve the accounts at the beginning of November and then
these and the usual reports will be posted out to everyone. There will be a period for comments and questions (by phone or
email) with a closing date of 29 November which will ensure consultation with the congregation on the past year and future
plans as we would normally do at a meeting albeit in a curtailed fashion.
The Rector

Dorothy Bruce- Gardyne - retiring Eagle Editor
It is always difficult to change, and no more
so than in these uncertain times, but sometimes one must accept this however reluctantly. After many years, if not decades of
untiring work, Dorothy Bruce-Gardyne has
decided to retire as Editor of St John’s Eagle,
and although it is with much regret that her
decision must be accepted, her hard work in
keeping the Eagle available every month is
something for which many thanks and gratitude are due.
Dorothy not only edited the magazine, but
also wrote numerous pieces over the years,
and arranged advertising which helped to
defray the not insubstantial cost of keeping
the magazine going. She even made the
monthly trip to Brechin to collect the finished
magazines, her ready smile and friendly nature making her visits a popular event at the
printers.
Thus, it is with a mixture of sadness over the change but with much gratitude that we wish Dorothy all the absolute best in her retirement as editor.
That means that we are now looking for a new editor, and although I am happy to continue as acting editor in the
interim, if you might be interested in taking on this role on behalf of St. John’s I will be very happy to discuss what
it entails.
Call me on 01307 463440 or 0779134869
Gordon

A plea from our Treasurer:
CHRISTMAS CARD 2020
Yes, it is time to think ahead to Christmas although at present with current restrictions in place it will be a very
different festive season. In past years St John’s has included a Christmas card inside the December/January issue
of the Eagle. This gives us a chance to send greetings to friends on a collective basis rather than individual cards
being handed around. The scheme has proved popular in the past and if you would like your name(s) to be included this year please get in touch with me by the end of October either by phone (my number is in the list in
this publication) or by e-mail, which is rmcousins@hotmail.com. I shall be pleased to hear from you. A donation
to Church funds will also be welcomed. Thank you.
Roger Cousins

A few words from Richard and Heather Finch:
Dear Friends
More than 2 years ago, Heather and I decided that it would be better if we were closer to our respective families,
and we started looking for somewhere to live. Of course, this would mean leaving Forfar and all our friends, and
particularly all of you at St John’s, where I have been part of the community for 16 years. So it was with mixed
feelings – some sadness and excitement, trepidation and worry – that we signed up for a new house in Penicuik a
year ago, and we started winding down from all our
various involvements in Forfar.
We should have moved in April, but everything
stopped in March, as the global Covid pandemic took
hold, but it has now happened, and we have moved
Penicuik. After all the difficulties of the last few
months, with being unable to meet in church, and
therefore not being able to see people, it was particularly lovely to be able to be in church on 20th September, when we were, once again, able to meet for corporate worship, albeit with some restrictions in place.
Even then, we were unable to speak to many of you,
because of the way we were requested to disperse
from the church.

However, I want you all to know that we thank you for
all the fellowship over the years, in good times and
bad, and we will miss being with you, but we send all
our best wishes for your continuing life at St John’s. I
feel sure, that with Elaine’s leadership and guidance,
that all will be well.

With love and all blessings,
Richard and Heather Finch

(For those who might wish to keep in contact, the address is 10 Meikle Drive, Penicuik, Midlothian, EH26 0FZ, and
phone 01968 620439)

Typically modest, Richard and Heather have been long term strong supporters of St John’s, and the amount of behind the scenes work that Richard completed is truly exceptional, from grass cutting in the Graveyard , to reproofing the roof of the Tower, and many other tasks, as well as keeping any contractors properly supervised. The
guiding force behind any maintenance needs, Richard has been instrumental in the church buildings being kept in
decent order , and all within the constraints of a limited budget.
A hard act to follow, we wish Richard, Heather and their families every joy in their new surroundings.

Bob Hamilton
As you will know by now, Bob Harley has retired as Rector of St. Mary’s at Kirriemuir, and as the Diocese has
decided not to replace him immediately, this has meant that Elaine has been given the role of Interim Pastor
in addition to her role at St. John’s. Regrettably, she hasn’t yet worked out how to be in two places at the
same time, so it is with much pleasure that we can announce the introduction of Bob Hamilton as Lay Worship Leader.
Bob has been part of the Scottish Episcopalian church for many years, having been a member of St Mary Magdalene, Dundee and in his role as Lay Worship Leader has also supported St Margaret’s Dundee. His activities
on behalf of the church include property and fabric issues, so a man with many skills, he now lives in
Kirriemuir. He is sorely missed by the Dundee churches and his agreeing to help here in Forfar is greatly appreciated by us.
His first service in St John’s is scheduled for the 4th of October giving us a chance to offer thanks to Bob for
giving his time so generously, and a real Forfar welcome despite the current restrictions.

Book review

Alan Campbell Don from Dundee to

Westminster
+Edward Luscombe &
Stuart Donald
What a fascinating history from the
prolific pen of +Ted, this time in association with Stuart Donald about
the life and work of Alan Campbell
Don. This work covers the 81 years
of his life with emphasis on his involvement in the
Episcopal Church, his great grandfather’s nephew William Gilbert Don being mostly responsible for the present St. John’s church in East high Street, to whom the
Don window behind the altar is dedicated. The Don
family also being responsible for other parts of the
church including the altar and even the church halls in
Green Street.
This relatively unknown man had an illustrious career,
ordained at the age of 29 Alan Don’s persona was such
that he was widely highly regarded and this led to his
appointment as Provost of Dundee cathedral at 36
years of age. The book gives much more detail of
Don’s progress over the years via posts at Canterbury,
Lambeth Palace, and latterly Westminster as Dean.
The book covering the story of this highly regarded
Episcopalian goes into much detail and gives a fascinating insight to the life and often turbulent times during which he lived. As the book concludes, “a very,
very great character”, a description that shows what a
delightful book this is.
Warmly recommended.

The Don Window in St John’s. This is recorded as a memorial to William Gilbert
Don who died in 1886, an uncle of Alan
Campbell Don, the subject of +Ted’s book.

The return to church ……

The last few months have been difficult for most of us with previously unknown restrictions on our activities, not the least of
which was the denial of access to St John’s. These difficulties are not, even yet, a thing of the past but it is pleasing to see
that the first couple of services under the new regime have been successful.

There will no doubt be some who are fearful of the risk in attending any public gathering, or who are shielding, or even selfisolating, and it is perfectly reasonable that for those, attendance at church is still some way ahead. However, unlike some
of the more unruly gatherings that have hit the headlines recently, a very carefully planned system has been agreed for implementation across the Scottish Episcopal Church. St. John’s in Forfar is following those guidelines with scrupulous attention
to detail, Elaine’s past experience as a Public Health Specialist having no small part, and as a result the church looks somewhat different on Sundays now.

The photograph shows the sort of social distancing planned for the Sunday services, with seating for individuals or family
groups being separated throughout the service. The individual Pew Sheets in the picture should give some idea, and Sidespeople are on hand to ensure that relevant information and assistance is readily available to help maintain a safe environment.

In the meantime for those who cannot or do not wish to attend in person, services are being recorded for transmission via
YouTube , but it should be noted that no filming of individual members of the congregation will be done without specific prior agreement. At some stage it should be possible to live stream our services but this may entail a bit more expertise on the
part of the cameraman – a steep learning curve awaits!
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